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ABSTRACT
The capacity of a device or a program to listen, identify various sounds is referred as Speech recognition and recognize some known
languages from the spoken words and for human machine interface the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system is helpful. In recent
periods, for the ASR system, lot of research works has been developed but the concerns in that system arevast, because of the improper
techniques used for the feature selection. Proper features are selected in this paper in order to develop a superior ASR system and convert
the spoken word into corresponding text. Three phases are comprised in the proposed system; preprocessing, feature extraction and
classification. Initially, from the source the spoken word is detected by the preprocessing phase and the noise level is reduced. Then, totally
eight features are extracted containing five statistical features and three common in the feature extraction phase. Then, the classifier is
trained by using these features referred as artificial neural network (ANN) with back propagation (BP). The eight features are use as the
training dataset for BP algorithm and based on this feature the corresponding text displayed at the output of the proposed ASR system. The
proposed system is implemented in the working platform of MATLAB. The implementation result prove that the system provide superior
classification and converts the text properly. The classification accuracy examined based on performance metrics. Ultimately, the overall
performance of the proposed ASR system is superior and well suitable for human machine interface.

INTRODUCTION

Published: 20 October 2016

Speech recognition (SR) is the process by which a computer (or other machine) identifies spoken words
[1]. Basically, it refers to talking to your computer and it correctly recognizes what you are saying. The SR
techniques are also referring as computer Speech Recognition (CSR), or Automatic speech recognition
(ASR) [2]. Usually, the process of converting speech signals to a sequence of words occur through an
algorithm implemented using a computer program. About the mechanisms for mechanical realization of
human speech capabilities for reasons ranging from technological curiosity, to desire to automate simple a
task which necessitates human machine interactions and research in automatic speech recognition by
machines has fascinated a high deal of attention for sixty years [3].
The most part of research has been motivated by People’s desire in speech processing to construct
mechanical models for imitating human verbal communication capabilities [4]. The fundamental objective
of Speech recognition area is to create techniques and methods for speech input to machine [5]. Today,
the automatic speech recognition methods find broad application in tasks based on significant advances
in statistical modeling of speech that need human machine interface containsquery based information
methods and automatic call processing in telephone networks provide updated travel data, stock price
quotations, climatic reports etc., [6]. In common, environmental noise can easily influence the free space
communication signals like the speech signal [7].
In ASR method, numerous conceivable types of environmental distortion remains a challenging issue in
noisy environments and compensate these distortions precisely is difficult[8].Using some essential
featuresthe speech signal is trained and then based on the trained feature the speech signal tested or
recognized. Subsequently, training and testing are the two major process of basic speech signal
recognition method [9]. For poor recognition performance in noise the mismatch between test condition
and training was the important purpose [10].Numerous strategies are created in order to improve the
performance and to lower this mismatch. For grouping these methods,the two fundamental categories are
model adaptation method and Feature enhancement method [11]. Using Model adaptation techniques the
probability distributions of the recognizer is remunerated straightly and in presence of noise the feature
extraction methods are helpful in speech recognition [12-14]. Short-term energy, formants, Pitch, MFCCs,
cross-section areas and Teager energy operator-based features are the most fascinating features for the
significant speech recognition [15].
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Denoising feature vectors received at the test time can work as the feature recognition strategies and
these are normally trained from clean speech, so that they match the recognizer’s acoustic models [17].
As the computation of these methods are simpler than model domain techniques they are more attractive
and the recognizer independently implemented. For instance, at the spectrum level methods such as
spectral subtraction [18] work, spectral-MMSE [19] work on the features specifically. Generally, a prior
speech model is used by a class of techniques in Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to assist the
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enhancement process. For instance, stereo recordings of noisy andclean speech is used by SPLICE and
using a GMM from noisy to clean speech a piecewise linear mapping was studied[20]. Whereas, enhanced
performance have been indicated by front-end techniques on numerous tasks make point-estimates of the
clean speech features. Additionally mismatch between the acoustic model and the features are because of
errors in these estimates, resulting in performance degradation. These methods can enhance recognition
accuracy in noisy conditions [21], [22] and obtain superior execution.
The remaining paper is summarized as follows. The recent research works related to the ASR system is
examined in Part 2. Part 3 explains the proposed ASR system for speech to text conversion. Part 4
demonstrates the experimental implementation and performance comparison. Then, finally resulting
sections gives the conclusion and references.

RELATED WORK
Based on the speech intelligibility some of the recent work is listed below:Yixiong Pan et al.[23] have recognized three emotional states: happy, sad and neutral. The actual
researched characteristics consist of: vitality, message, linear predictive range html coding (LPCC), Melfrequency range coefficients (MFCC) and Mel-energy range powerful coefficients (MEDC). The German
Corpus (Berlin Database of Emotional Speech) and self-built Chinese emotional databases are used by
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for training. In unlike databases, the various combinations of
features are compared in the resultant section. The complete investigational consequences exposed that
the feature combination of MFCC+MEDC+ Energy had the highest accuracy rate on both Chinese
emotional database and Berlin emotional database.
Navdeep Kauret al.[24] has proposed a system to identify the speech dependent on the best possible
element as well as in addition to the dialect. Speaker recognition is used to recognize a person from a
spoken phrase. The SR system developed based on the neural network and they utilized twenty three
phrases to the SR when using the taken out characteristics LPCC, REMOTE CONTROL andLPC by talk
transmission as well as element vectors are created. For identification processes of various speakers and
languages and for training, Neural Network back propagation learning algorithm is used. 25 speakers are
comprised in the database used for that system .575 neurons are contained in the ANN model input layer
and 25 neurons in the output layer and through the experimental verification the average recognition
score was 93.38%.
Ant Colony Optimization method used in feature selection algorithm has been proposed by C. Poonkuzhali
et al. [25]for automatic speech recognition. Consider the input as the appeared actual speech signal and
through MFCC feature extraction approach, extracts 39 coefficients using MFCC. The unwanted features
are withdrawn by the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) technique. The fresh confirmation with their
methodology exhibited that the last number connected with features removed significantly.
Petko N. Petkov et al.[26] has proposed a speech pre-enhancement method based on matching the
recognized text to the text of the original message. This qualifying measure was appropriately estimated
due to the probability with the appropriate transcription provided a good estimate with the noisy speech
features. Along with drop in the actual signal-to-noise relation, in the profile of atmospheric noise speech
intelligibility diminishes. They have carried out speech pre-enhancement system that optimizes the actual
proposed qualifying measure to the variables of a couple different speech modification strategies within a
good energy-preservation restriction. Inearlier knowledge of transcription the process proposed was
necessary with the transported message and acoustic speech models from a computerized speech
recognition system. This performance demonstrated a major development exceeding healthy speech and a
reference point system that optimizes perceptual-distortion-based aim intelligibility measure.
An automatic speech recognition (ARS) technique have been presented by Siddhant C. Joshi et al. [27]
using back propagation neural network. The strategies designed in that paper may expand to some
common applications including sonar target recognition, missile tracking and grouping of submerged
acoustic signals. Back-propagation neural network algorithm used the proposal training trials and their
ideal result convictions to perceive specific patterns by changing the real service beliefs linked with the
nodes and weight several links relating its nodes. A real trained network appeared later uses feature
recognition inside ASR program
Deniz Baskentet al.[28] has presented a study on speech enhancement system for the hearing impaired
persons based on phonemic restoration (PR).To measure the speech signal interrupted intermittently two
conditions are used and its recognition are interruptions stay quiet and with high noise break interruptions
are loaded. They used linear amplification whereasseveralcontemporary hearing aids (HAs) gave
compressive amplification. Behind this choice the reason was that the study was the chief to give baseline
PR data with hearing-impaired (HI) listeners, and compressive solutions could have had sudden impacts
because of their nonlinear nature.
Cross adaptation of language model was investigated by X. Liuet al.[29], either carry out as a stand-alone
system combination method or used together with acoustic model cross adjustment to improve large
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vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) method. Three kinds are in language models that
includes a multi-level LM that both syllable as well as word arrangements are modeled, a word level neural
network LM, and the linear combination of the two were cross adjusted. The investigational results on a
state-of-the-art speech recognition task suggested complimentary features exist on multiple layers of the
progressive hierarchy among highly diverse sub-frameworks.
Wooil Kimet al.[30] have presented three approaches acquired using missing-feature techniques to
enhance the speech recognition accuracy. The first innovation of that paper was Frequency-dependent
classification, which engage independent classification. The second innovation was Colored-noise
generation using multi-band partitioning, which involved the use of masking noises with artificiallyintroduced spectral and temporal variation in training the Bayesian classifier. The third innovation was an
adaptive method to assess the priori values of the mask classifier , which determined if a specific timefrequency section of the test data was solid or not. It demonstrates that these advancements provide
improved speech recognition accuracy on a small vocabulary test.

PROPOSED ASR SYSTEM

De-Noising

Word detection

statistical

common

The common objective of the automatic speech recognition system (ASR) is to enhance performance in
man machine interaction. Motivates the proposed ASR system to classify the signal and convert the
classified signals the corresponding text signal. Four stages are comprised in the proposed system they
are preprocessing, feature extraction, optimal feature selection and recognition. The architecture of the
proposed ASR system is shown in [Fig. 1].

length
sampling point

pitch
Mean
Standard deviation

Skewness
Kurtosis
Entropy

Audio Database

Pre-processing

Feature extraction

Classification

Text Output

Fig. 1: Architecture of Proposed ASR system
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Preprocessing the input recoded audio signal for removing noise and to detect the word. Then, the
features are extracted such as sampling point, word length, pitch and the five statistical features like
Mean, Variance, Skewness, Kurtosis, and Entropy. Subsequently, select the optimal level of features for
the classifier training. Then, recognize the spoken word and displays the corresponding text. The
detaileddescriptions of the proposed ASR system is given in following sections

Input Database
The input database contains dissimilar persons spoken various speech signals. For the proposed ASR
system, consider these stored speech signals as the input signal and equation (1) represents the input
speech signal given beneath as,

Si  xi (t ) i  1,2,, N
Where, ‘ Si ’ is
database.

i th

(1)

input signal in database and ‘ N ’ represents the total no of speech signals in

Preprocessing
In ASR method, preprocessingis the first phase where analog speech signal is managed at the recording
time, which varies with time.The signal is processed by digital means, as it is important to sample the
continuous-time signal into a discrete-time discrete valued (digital) signal. The speech is partitioned into
frames or a sequence of uncorrelated segments as the properties of a signal change gradually with time
and the sequence is processed as if properties of each frame has fixed. Under this postulation,the
features of each frame is removed based on the sample inside the frame. Moreover, the original signal will
be replacedby the feature vector in the additional processing, which means the speech signal converted
from a time varying analog signal into a sequence of feature vectors. The method of varying speech
samples sequencesinto feature vectors characterizing events in the probability space known as Signal
Modeling [31].
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The function of preprocessing is to derive a set of parameters presented from the transmission medium in
a form to represent speech signals advantageous for subsequent processing and the sampled speech
signal is processed and representation is produced independent on amplitude variations, speaker stress
and noise. Both the frequency and time domain methods are used in the preprocessing step, amid this
Time domain approaches are usually easy to implement and directly dealing with the speech
signal’swaveform with parameters of zero crossing ratesand energy. Some form of spectral analysis are
involved by Frequency domain approaches that are not straightlyobvious in the time domain. In speech
recognition the most widely used are the latter methods.

Background Noise Removal
In the genuine situations, the background noise is normally created through fans, air conditioning,
fluorescent lamps, type writers, PC's, back conversation, footsteps, traffic, opening and shutting the
entryways etc., the speech recognition method’sdesigners frequently have less control over these things.
Except for impulse noise sources like type writers,certain kind of noise in nature is additive and they are
usually steady state [32]. Based on the environment, about 60 dB to 90 dB the levels of noise will vary.
The most commonly used technique is Head mounted close speaking microphone to reduce the impact of
the background noise. At normal conversational level when a speaker generating speech and the
microphone filtering the speech signal then the average speech level increment by around 3dB each time.
To remove the background noise the filter is given by Equation (2).


1
Es  10  log10  
N



(n) 
(2)
n 1

Where, the ‘ E s ’ is log energy of a block of ‘ N ’ samples and ‘  ’ is a small positive constant added to
n th

prevent the computing of log zero. ‘ S (n ) ’ be the

N

S

2

speech sample in the block

N samples.

Speech Word Detection
The speech recognition want to process the utterance consisting of silence, speech and other background
noise is need to process in. The presence of speech detection entrenched in the background noise and
dissimilar non-speech events known as an end point detection or speech activity detection or speech
detection. For numerous reasons, a fine end point detection algorithm influences the performance of
framework for accuracy and speech. First, before recognition the silence frame isremoved and for both
speech and noisethe accumulated utterance likelihood score focus more on the speech portion of an
utterance [33]. Second, it is difficult to precisely model silence and noise inaltering environments [34] and
limit this effect using background noise frame in advance. Third, non-speech frames are removed,
whenthe computation time is considerably lowered the number of non-speech frames is large[35-39].

Steps for speech word detection are as follows:
Step 1: Measurements for endpoint detection
Zero crossing count, NZ is the number of zero crossing the block. Equation (2) denotes the log energy Es of
a block of length N samples. Equation (3) characterizes the normalization auto-correlation coefficient at
unit sample delay C1.
N

C1 

 S (n)s(n  1)
n 1


  N 1 2 
2
S
(
n
)

    S ( n )
 n 1
  n 0

N

(3)

Step 2: Filter for end point detection
Assume one utterance may have possible pauses separate several speech segments. To determine each
segment detect a pair of endpoints named segment beginning and ending points. There is reliablya
starting point is followed by a raising edge and a descending edge before an ending point on the energy
contours of utterance. In the methodology at first, the edge is detected and after that the equivalent
endpoints are detected. For accurate and robust endpoint detection a detector is required to detect all
possible endpoints from energy feature. Equation (4) postulates the endpoint detection has the feature for
one dimensional short term energy in the data sample as given beneath
n ( l )  l 1

E (l )  10  log10

 o( j )

(4)

j n(l )

Where, ‘ o ( j ) ’ is data sample, ‘ l ’ is window length, ‘ E (l ) ’ is frame energy in decibel, ‘ n (l ) ’ is
number of first data sample in the window.
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Step 3: Energy normalization
The purpose of normalization of energy is to normalize the utterance energy E l . Equation (5) specifies the
normalization of energy for finding the maximum energy value

E max

over the words as,

Emax  max( El ), 1  l  L

(5)

ˆ  E  E . In this way the peak energy value of each word is zero
Subtracting E max from E l to give E
l
l
decibels and the recognition system is relatively insensitive to the difference in gain between different
recordings. There is constrictions in performing the above calculations that word energy contour
normalization cannot take place until locating the end of the word.
Feature Extraction
In the ASR method Feature Extraction is a crucial process, based on the feature of the system provides the
precise recognition of words. The clarity of the recognized speech is enhanced based on the feature
extraction and selection. Feature extraction is exceptionally focused in this proposed ASR system. The
common features such assampling point, word length, pitch and the statistical features such as Standard
deviation, Mean, Kurtosis,Skewness and Entropy of the speech signal are considered.

Statistical Feature Extraction
Mean: Mean is the statistician's jargon for the average estimation of a signal represented as μ (a lower
case Greek mu) and found generally as you would expect as all samples are collectively added, and divide
by N. These are represented as a mathematical form in Equation (6).



1
N

N 1

x

i

(6)

i 0

Standard deviation:Similar to the average deviation is the standard deviation, but instead of amplitude the
averaging occurs with power. This isachieved by squaring each deviation before taking the average (bear in
mind, power ∝ voltage2).To compensate for the beginning square, take square root in order to complete
the process. As anequation form it is represented in Equation (7).



1 N 1
xi   2

N  1 i 0

(7)

Skewness:Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a real-valued random
variable about its mean in probability theory and statistics. The value ofskewness can be negative or
positive, or even undefined. For n sample values, a natural method for moment’s estimator of the
population skewness is shown in eqn. (8) as given beneath

 

1 N 1
 ( xi   )3
N  1 i 0

3

(8)

Kurtosis: Kurtosis is any measure of the "peakedness" of the probability distribution of a real-valued
random variable in probability theory and statistics. Kurtosis is a descriptor with the shape of a probability
distribution, with the same idea of skewness and distinctive methods for evaluating it for a theoretical
distribution and relating methods for estimating it from a populationsample,same asskewness. Primarily
peakedness arethe various interpretations of Kurtosis (width of peak), lack of shoulders and tail weight
(distribution primarily peak and tails, not in between) the precise measures are interpreted. The Kurtosis is
calculatedusing equation (9) as,

Kurt 

1 N 1
( xi   ) 4

N  1 i 0

4

(9)

Entropy of the speech signal:Entropy of the speech signal is valuable to estimate the differential entropy of
a method or process with some observations in dissimilar engineering fields includes image investigation,
independent component investigation, speech recognition, genetic investigation, time delay estimation
and manifold learning. Histogram-based estimation is the simplest and the most commonly used approach
in this paper. The formula used for calculating the histogram-based entropy estimation is given in Equation
(10).
N 1
 x 
Entropy    xi log i 
i 0
 w( xi ) 
th
Where, w is the width of the i bin.

(10)
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Word Identification
In this phase, the identified spoken words is converted into text. The identificationaccuracy greatly
depends on the classification technique and the accuracy is identified highly. To tackle this problem an
artificial intelligence (AI) is penetrated. The AI algorithm used in this paper for classification is artificial
neural network (ANN).

ANN Based Word Recognition
Duplicating the neural structure and working of the human brain is the principal aim of the programmed
computational model, ANN. It consist of an interrelated structure of artificially created neurons that for
data exchange it function as pathways. Artificial neural networks are adaptiveand flexible, adjusting and
learning every different external or internal stimulus. In sequence artificial neural networks are used, and
data processing, pattern recognition systems, modeling and robotics. The ANN comprises of a single
output layer and a singleinput layer and to one or more hidden layers. Except the input layer all nodes are
composed with neurons. Depending on the issue the number of nodes in each layer differs. The
architecture complexity of the network is dependent upon the number of nodes and hidden layers.
ANNtraining is to find a set of weights that would give desired values at the output when at its input
presented a dissimilar pattern. Training and testing is the two main process of an ANN. An example of a
simple artificial neural network is shown in [Fig.2.

Link between input and
hidden neuron

F1
F2

Link between hidden and
output neuron

F3
F4
C
F5

Output neuron

F6
F7

Hidden neuron

F8
Input neuron

Fig. 2: Structure of ANN
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The input for the ANN gets total of eight features and as the output of the ANN corresponding text can be
obtained. Three common features and five Statistical features are included in the eight features. Statistical
features such as standard deviation, mean, kurtosis, skewness and the common features such as
sampling point, word length, and pitch. Thus, eight inputs (eight features) and corresponding word output
is contained in the proposed ANN architecture. The two main process of a classification algorithm is
training and testing.

Training and Testing of ANN
In this phase, using the extracted features the ANN is trained. In training, the input and the output is
defined and then fix the appropriate weight so that in the testing phase the classifier (ANN) can able to
predict the apt object (word). In a common classifier algorithm the major part is the training phase. In the
proposed system the back propagation (BP) algorithm is used for training. In the training the process
involved is given as follows and [Fig. 3] shows the architecture of back propagation neural network
(BPNN).
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Fig. 3 : Proposed back propagation neural network
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
The proposed ANN consist of one output units, eight input units and M hidden units (M=5). In the back
propagation algorithm’s forward pass, first to the hidden layer the input data is transmitted andthen to the
output layer. In the hidden layer each node gets input from the input layer and with appropriate weights
multiplexed and summed. Using the equation (11) the output of the neural network is achieved which
isgiven below.
M

wOj

j 1

1  exp(  Fi wijI )

C

N

(11)

i 1

th

O
j

In eqn. (11), ‘ Fi ’ is the i input value and ‘ w ’ is the weights assigned between hidden and output
I

layer, ‘ wij ’ is the weight assigned between input and hidden layer and M is the number of hidden
neurons. The non-linear transformation of the resulting sum is the output of the hidden node. The same
processis followed by the output layer. From the output layer the output values are compared with target
values and for the neural network calculatethe learning error rate, which is given in eqn (12) as

k 

1
Y  C 2
2

(12)

In eqn. (12),  k is the k learning error of the ANN, Y is the desired output and C is the actual output. The
error between the nodes is transmitted back towards the hidden layer by the backward pass of the back
propagation algorithm. Then, for some other training dataset the training is repeated by changing the
weights of the neural network.
The following steps describe the minimization of error by back propagation algorithm.
i. First, to hidden layer neurons the weights are assigned. The input layer has a constant weight, for
the output layer neurons the weights are randomly chosen. Then, using Eqn. (11) the output is
calculated.
ii.
Then, compute the back propagation error using the Eqn. (13).
th

Z

BPerror    k

(13)

k 1

Where, ‘ BPerror ’ is Back Propagation error, ‘  k ’ learning error rate of kthtraining data set. Then the
weight deviation in the hidden neuron is finding by using the equation (14).

w  BPerror    

(14)

Where, ‘ w ’ is the weight deviation, ‘  ’ is the learning rate, which usually ranges from 0.2 to 0.5, ‘  ’ is
the average of hidden neurons output.
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Here, H 
n

1 T
Hn
T n 1

(15)

1
 N

1  exp   Fi winI 
 i 1


Where, ‘  ’ is the average of hidden neurons output. ‘ N ’ is the total no of input neurons, ‘T’ is the total
no of training and ‘ H h ’ is the

h th output at hidden neuron or activation function at input side. Then find

the new weights by using the equation (16) given below.

w new  w  w

(16)

new

Where, ‘ w ’ the new weight or updated weight and ‘ w ’ is the current weight.
Then repeat the process until the BP error gets minimized and it satisfies BPerror  0.1 . If the BP error
reaches a minimum value, then the ANN is ready for classification.
Subsequently, process the testing, in testing the ANN undertaken for the verification of classification
accuracy. In this phase, other than the data used in the training a new set of data is verified by the
classifier. Once the classification accuracy is satisfied by ANN it can be used for the live application for the
intended classification.

RESULTS
The proposed system for the automatic speech recognition is implemented in the working platform of
MATLAB with the following system specification.
Processor
: Intel i5 @ 3GHz
RAM
: 8GB
Operating system : windows 7
Matlab version
: R2013a
The ASR system is a peculiar process to made interface between man and machine .The normal machines
don’t have any sense to identify the attitude of a common man. One can make a system to interact with
human with the help of artificial intelligence. Everyone could interact with or control the machine but for
the interaction among various attitudes speech is one of the special and easiest way. A speech recognition
system is important in this case in order to identify the speech or spoken word precisely. Consequently, by
converting these recognized words or speech into the corresponding electrical signal the machine could
realize the speech of an ordinary man. An ASR system is developed in this paper to recognize the spoken
word and convert it to corresponding text. For implementing the proposed system the research tool in this
section is Matlab. Using some recorded speech signals the recognition performance is analyzed.
In the input audio database we have stored 68 recorded speech signals. Amongst 68, for the performance
analysis three signals such as Apple, Badam and Cow are used. The input speech signal apple, Badam and
Cow are shown in [Fig. 4].

(a)Apple
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(b)Badam

(c)Cow
Fig. 4: Input speech signal :(a) Apple, (b) Badam, (c) Cow

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

(a)
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(b)

(c)
(i):(a) Apple, (b) Badam, (c) Cow

(a)
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(b)

(c)
(ii): (a) Apple, (b) Badam, (c) Cow
Fig. 5: Preprocessed signal; (i) De-noised and (ii) Detected word

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
In [Fig. 5] the pre proposed signal shown for three different speech signals Apple, Badam and Cow. To
detect the isolated word and for noise removal the preprocessing step is used. The statistical and the
common features of the spoken signal are followed after the preprocessing stage. After preprocessing the
common features are obtained easily .Using the eqn. (6) to eqn. (10) the statistical features are obtained
and [Table 1] gives the obtained statistical values.
Table 1: Values of Statistical features
Features
Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis
Entropy

Numerical value of Signal Samples
Apple
Badam
Cow
-0.0000077
0.0022
-0.00033
0.0011
0.0549
0.0173
-0.00000023
-0.0000087 -0.0000057
0.00000000017
0.000028
0.00000071
5683.3
15510
5242.4

The eight features including common and statistical are given to the ANN to display the corresponding text
and for the classification of signal. The proposed ASR system’s obtained output was shown in [Fig. 6]. The
corresponding text of spoken word is the outcome of ASR system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6: Text display; (a) Apple, (b) Badam, (c) Cow
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Then, analyze the performance of ANN classifier based on the Sensitivity, classification
Accuracy, Specificity, Negative Predictive Value (NPV), Positive Predictive Value (PPV), False
Discovery Rate (FDR), Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and False Positive Rate (FPR).For
these performance measures the graphical representation is shown in [Fig. 7].
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Fig.7: Classification Performance of proposed ASR
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The classifier performance of the proposed ASR system is shown in [Fig. 7]. The performance obtained for
Specificity, Sensitivity, FPR, Accuracy, NPV, PPV, MCC and FDR are 74%, 50%, 26%, 62%, 60%, 65%,
0.19% and 35% respectively. These results displays that the proposed ASR system can satisfy the required
performance like accuracy sensitivity and specificity for identifying the spoken word. We can show that the
proposed system is a suitable approach for automatic speech recognition from these performance
analyses and result.

CONCLUSION
The spoken speech signal is converted in to corresponding text by the proposed automatic speech
recognition system. Three stages are comprised in the proposed ASR system; at first stage preprocessing
the spoken speech signal to detect the isolated word and to remove noise. The sum of eight features such
as sampling point, word length, Mean, pitch, Skewness, Variance, Entropy and Kurtosis are extracted in
the second stage. In the final level, the word spoken gets recognized with the help of features extracted in
the previous stage and the corresponding text is displayed. With back propagation training using ANN
classifier the identification of word occurs. The proposed system’s performance was scrutinized for three
signal samples like Badam, Apple and Cow explained the corresponding waveform. Then based on the
accuracy, classification accuracy and specificity the classifier’s performance was analyzed. The complete
performance shows that for the man machine interaction the proposed system for the ASR is the best
options. The ASR system we proposed provide enhanced performance so it is suitable for a real time
human and machine interaction over speech. The ASR system’s performance will further improved by the
influence of a novel classifier approach in future.
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